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In this paper, a path generation algorithm that uses sensor scannings is described. A scanning

algorithm for recognizing the ambient environment of the Automatic Guided Vehicle (AGV)
that uses the information from the sensor platform is proposed. An algorithm for computing the

real path and obstacle length is developed by using a scanning method that controls rotating of

the sensors on the platform. The AGV can recognize the given path by adopting this algorithm.

As the AG V with two-wheel drive constitute a nonholonomic system, a linearized kinematic
model is applied to the AGV motor control. An optimal controller is designed for tracking the

reference path which is generated by recognizing the path pattern. Based on experimental results,

the proposed algorithm that uses scanning with a sensor platform employing only a small

number of sensors and a low cost controller for the AG V is shown to be adequate for path

generation.

Key Words: AGV (Automatic Guided Vehicle), Scanning Method, Sensor Platform, Path

Recognition, Path Tracking, Path Generation

Nomenclature-----------
Fo : Global frame

FM : AGV's frame
r : Radius of actuated wheel em]

R : Half the wheels' axis length em]
v : AGV's translation velocity [m/s]

x, y : Coordinates of the FM

x«; yp : Coordinates of the point Fo

XM, YM: Coordinates of the point Fo

8t : Angular position of the right wheel [rad]

Bz : Angular position of the left wheel [rad]
l[f : AGV's orientation with respect to the Fo
d : Length from the AGV to an object [m]
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s : Sensor coordinate

obiM: Coordinate of an object about the AGV
M : The AGV Coordinate

1. Introduction

The AGV should generate a proper path for
obstacle avoidance, path recognition, and path for

reaching a goal point. Thus any study for the path

generation algorithm should contain path
planning, obstacle avoidance, self-localization,

and a self-organizing map.

Recent research works have been conducted

with the aim of recogniting objects while reducing

the number of sensors. Matthies and Shafer
(1987) studied the path recognition problem by

using a stereo camera. Miller and Wagner (1987)

investigated the path generation algorithm that

takes in the input of an infrared sensor using a

rotating sensor platform. These papers have dealt

with the issue of reducing the numbers of sensors,
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with the algorithms focused on path recognition

by using complicated hardware setups. After

recognizing a path pattern or an object, the AGV

constructs a path generation algorithm and then

the AG V navigates by path tracking. A motor

control is required for path tracking. A path

tracking algorithm based on the feedback control

of systems with the nonholonomic AGV

kinematic model has been investigated (Samson

and Ait-Abderrahim; 1991). Also lang and Han

(1997) devised a vehicle control scheme based on

the vehicle modeling to enhance driving
flexibility.

To perform path generation by one controller,

the AGV should have a more effective sensing
algorithm and an algorithm for motor control. In

this paper, a path generation algorithm that uses

the scanning method is described. For more

effective use of the sensor input, actuators are

designed into the sensor platform. For path

tracking, an optimal controller based on a lin

earized kinematic AGV model is proposed. To

apply the path generation algorithm, the sensor

platform and the AGV are designed and

experimented. The type of driving is two-wheel

drive (2WD), in which the AGV is steered by

taking the difference of the angular velocities of
the two wheels.

2. Sensor platform

Sensors

~,~

~r··--:"'~···pannrng. .~. tilting motion
motion

~..

Fig. 1 Sensor platform

form that is operated by two electric motors.

The sensor platform can be scanned by two

electric motors with a transmission mechanism.

To recognize the direction of the right and left

path, the sensor platform utilizes a panning

motion. To direct up and down movement, tilting

motion is simultaneously available. It is compos

ed of two sensor-decks with various sensors. In

this paper, ultrasonic sensor is used. Ultrasonic

range finders may have poor performance

compared with optical range finders. In the pre

vious research, a number of ultrasonic sensors

were used. Ultrasonic sensor inputs are deter

mined by the probability theory (Henderson;

1987, Flynn; 1988). However, using the sensor

platform, the ultrasonic sensor is able to have a

wide range by suitable filtering. Specifically, only

the panning motion of the sensor platform is

allowed to generate data ~or the algorithm

governing the horizontal recognition of objects
and their respective paths.

2.2 Scanning method
In this study, a scanning method algorithm is

derived from the panning motion of the sensor
platform. In the beginning, the AGV is assumed

to be stationary. The sensor data are collected

once in every sampling period. Each collected

data set represent relative values obtained from

the sensor frame on the AGV. Figure 2 represents

the relative coordinates of the sensor and the
object frame.

The mathematical formulae representing the

object recognition measured in polar coordinates
are as follows:

In this study, a sensor platform is designed to
enhance the sensor inputs for more effective path

recognition. The sensor platform serves to extend

the sensor scope. An algorithm for recognizing

objects is constructed from relationships between

the sensor platform and the object. This section

describes the design of the sensor platform for

extending the sensor scope and modeling of

sensor platform for recognizing objects.

2.1 Design of sensor platform

If the sensor inputs become larger, the sensor

inputs require more accompanying filters or

processing of large amounts of data. Consequent

ly, better control is needed for the AGV to move

at high speeds. Figure I shows the sensor plat-

XObIM(k) =d(k)cos rPs(k)
YObllll(k) =d(k)sin rPs(k)

(I)

(2)
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(3)

(4)

J

~
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Fig. 2 Coordinates of the sensor and the object

where k denotes k-th sampling time, ¢s is the

angle of the panning of the rotating sensor and d
is the length from the AGV the an object. These

formulae are converted to the absolute rectangul

ar coordinates for representing any given object.

The approximate shape of each object is modeled

by linking the points indicated by their respective

object coordinates. If Eq. (I) and Eq. (2) are

applied to the moving AGV, the center position

of the AGV is added to the scanning method

algorithm. Related equations are as follows:

xOb(k) =x(k) +Xoblm(k)

=x (k) +d(k) cos ¢s(k)

YOb(k) =y(k) +Yoblm(k)

=y(k) +d(k)sin ¢s(k)

With sensor platform scanning, the size of the

object is determined from Eq. (l) to Eq. (4).

Several sensors were used for path recognition in

the previous investigations (Henderson; 1987,

Flynn; 1988). When using a scanning algorithm,

path recognition is performed with one sensor.

3. Design of the AGV

A two-wheel drive AGV is developed and

experiments are carried out on the sensor plat

form. Figure 3 shows the structure and design of

the AGV.

The driving motor is composed of a body and

a wheeL The driving motor and wheel sets are

located at both sides. Two caster wheels are

located at the front and rear of the AGV. The

maximum speed of the motor is 0.075 m/sec and

powered by a 24 V DC battery. The battery has 2

-hour continuous drive capacity at the maximum

speed. This AGV was named "HY AV I'.

Sensor platform

Electric motor & Wheel

Fig.3 The Automatic Guided Vehicle

Fig.4 Schematic diagram of AGV

As an object is measured by the sensor plat

form, the AGV is navigated based on the

information gathered by the sensor and the user'

s prior instruction. Path generation is carried out

by algorithm for path recognition and path

tracking. As path tracking is completed by the

motor control, a kinematic model of the AGV is

required. This section describes the kinematic

modeling and controller design for the AGV.

3.1 Modeling
Because of the nonholonomic constraint, the

2WD-AGV model considered here has only two

degree of freedom but three control variables (x,

Y, 7Jf) as in the case for a two-steer vehicle (Yun

and Nilanjan; 1996). The feedback linearization

method is used for the 2WD-AGV which is

steered by the velocity difference between two

driving wheels.

Figure 4 shows the AGV model with two

driving wheels. In order to obtain a simple

kinematic model, it is assumed that no-slip con

dition exists between the wheels of the AGV and
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the ground. Based on this assumption, the

kinematic equations are as follows:

. r· .
:CM=T( 81+ Bz) cos 1JT

. r· .
YM= 2 (8I+ Bz) sin 1JT

(5)

(6)
Therefore, the AGV's state

expressed by control input u as

( 13)

equation is

(7) x=A(x) -u (14)

These formulae are general kinematic equations

for a typical 2WD vehicle. However, there is a

nonholonomic constraint that should be satisfied.

The next equation expresses the nonholonomic

constraint for the AGV.

This constraint specifies the tangent direction

along any feasible path for the robot and a bound

on the curvature of the path. Notice that on the

plane, the AGV motion possesses three degrees of

freedom, steered by two control inputs and under

the nonholonmic constraint (Lee, et. al; 1999,

Park, et. al; 1999). Therefore, the control may not

be easily achieved due to the presence of the

nonholonomic constraint which cannot be

precisely integrated with the center of the AGV
body to produce a singular point.

A method that linearizes the singular point is

thus employed in order to address this issue. A
virtual point, L, which is linked to the AGV's

frame, is located at distance I from the direction

of wheel's axis of the AGV navigation. It can be

expressed as.

(19)

The velocity of point M with respect to the

AGV's frame FM is

Here, W FMfFO is the instantaneous rotational

velocity of the AGV's frame FM with respect to- --
the fixed frame Fa . In addition, W FMIFO and MP

are represented in the following equations

-;}FMIFO=(j·ka (16)

MP=(l+x) ·~+y·ht (17)

-;}FMIFOXMP=y(j·~- (l+x) (j'}M (18)

where the point P is the same as the origin of the

fixed frame Fa, i.e., xP= yp=O. A matrix, X

vector and u vector in Eq.(14) are expressed by

the following equations

[~] = [- l Y ][~]+[ cos IJf sin 1Jf][~p] (20)
y 0 - (l +x) IJf -sin IJf cos lJf yp

Therefore, Eq. (11) is transformed to the next
equation by substituting Eq. (16) for Eq. (19)

To obtain matrix A (x), the relative velocity of
any point P(xp, yp) with respect to fixed frame

F o is described by

VPIFJf= VPlFO- VM1FO -WFMIFO X MP (IS)

(9)

(8)

The x, Y coordinates of the vector with respect

to the AGV's frame FM can be expressed as

Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) represent the configuration

and auxiliary vectors

In Eq. (12), v-!s the tangential velocity of the

AGV along the i M axis. The control vector u is

constrained by the driving wheel velocity and

represented by the following equations

W=X·iM+Y·Tv

x=[x Y 1JTF
u= [v IjrJ T

( 10)

(11)

( 12)

A(X)~[~1 -(~+X)J (21)

x= [x y 1JTJ T (22)
u=[v IjrF (23)

Eqs. (21) - (22) show that the values of the open

loop control depend on the initial position x,
However, this system is not controllable because

matrix A is not square. This model should be

considered as a RMFC (Reference Model Fol

lowing Control) which is a path tracking

algorithm.
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where

(F-KG)TP+P(F-KG) +Q+KTRK=O (30)

.II +21 VAll
I VAl I

-rsis» (VAl)

By substituting matrix P in Eq. (30), the con

trol gain matrix K can be obtained

3.2 Controller
Based on the linearized model, a controller is

designed to track the reference path. An opera

tional error occurs in the direction when the AGV

deviates from the reference path. In this study, an

optimal controller for minimizing this error IS

proposed.
1JTAI is the direction of the AGV when it IS

navigating by following the reference path and

1JTAZ is the direction when it is devistes from the
path. The direction error between 1JTAI and 1JTAZ is

defined by

v (t) is the velocity of the AG V according to

the desired path, the control input u becomes

As pointed out in section 3.1, the system is not

controllable when the AGV is motionless (VAl=
fIrAl =0) on the reference path. However, the sys

tem becomes controllable as soon as the AGV

starts moving. By using the control gain matrix

K, the path tracking algorithm is constructed.

1jf= 1JTAI - 1JTAZ

The state vector is expressed as

x= [x y 1jfJ T

(24)

(25)

(26)

K=[I 0 0 ]
o sign (VAl) -.11+21 VAll

(31)

The linear control input minimizing the per
formance index is as follows

y ,
I

-U+x) \
I J

3.3 Path generation algorithm
The AGV initially navigates by following the

recognized path pattern as set by the user input. If
the AGV encounters an obstacle, it needs to avoid

it. When deviating from the path to avoid an

obstacle, it should track the path which was

recognized initially as the path pattern. In this

study, the optimal controller is used for path

tracking.
The path generation algorithm for navigating

consists of two parts: recognized path navigation

and path tracking navigation. Path recognition is

the algorithm for navigating the AGV along the

path. It is the recognition of the navigating path

pattern which is designed as the reference path.
Path tracking is the algorithm for tracking the

reference path when obstacles are encountered.

The flow chart of the path generation algorithm is

shown in Fig. 5.

4. Simulations

(27)

cos 1jf-I + I i1l" sin 1jfVAl 1JT • ~Al--1JT- -

sin 1jf + I ip; cos 1jf-I I
-VAI--qr- • Al 1JT

o
o
o

The system equation is

x=Fx+Gu

where,

The optimal control which chooses the control
input, with which the AGV can track the refer

ence path, involves the quadratic optimal control

method. The performance index selected is

where K=-R-1GTp
In Eq. (29), matrix P can be found by solving

the following Riccati equation:

U=KX (29)
Path recognition is verified by the scanning

method based on the modeling of the sensor

platform. Path tracking is achieved by the optimal
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Fig. 6 One-side wall recognition

controller based on the linearized model. The

path generation is composed of the path recogni

tion and path tracking and is simulated by

applying the algorithm described in section 3.3

Fig. 7. The paths that can be driven by the AGV

are modeled as combinations of lines. Figure 6

shows the case where a wall is detected on the

right side of the AGV.

Figure 7 is the case where walls are detected on

the front and right side of the AGV

4.1 Path recognition

The initial results of the path recogmtion

obtained by the AGV are shown in Fig. 6 and

4.2 Path tracking

The purpose of the controller is reference path

tracking. The simulation results of the controlled
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Figure II shows the AGY navigation based on

path generation after recognition of the path pat

tern. It also shows the AGY tracking the reference

path after avoiding an obstacle when the AGV

has recognized the obstacle's size.

Fig. 11 Simulation of the navigation path algorithm
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Fig. 10 Simulation for navigating the recognized
path

AGV are shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8 shows how the AGV tracks the refer

ence path when the initial conditions are x= 1,

y=O, 7jf=-7(/6.
The AGV will converge on the reference path

with this control algorithm regardless of its loca

tion, position or direction. Figure 9 shows the

angular velocity of the motor under these initial

conditions.

4.3 Path generation

Initially, various operational environments are

detected by using the sensor scanning method.

First, a reference path is generated by using

sensor data and then the AGV tracks it by

applying the generated algorithm. Figure 10

shows the simulation result in which the AGV IS

navigating the recognized path pattern.

Figure 11 shows the generated navigation

algorithm simulation of the AGV.

Based on the results of the simulations, the path

generation algorithm is applied to the AGV with

the sensor platform mounted. The sensor data

need to be inputted clearly. Consequently,

experiments for path generation is performed

based on the proposed algorithm.

5.1 Platform sensing

As the sensors are moving on the platform,

sensor data can be quite noisy. An ultrasonic

sensor which is rotating on the platform makes

more noise than when motionless. A filtering

method is required for reducing the noise. In this

study, low and high pass filters are applied for

clearing and reducing noise. Figure 12 shows the

results of the filtered sensor data.

Compared with untreated sensor data, the noise

level in the filtered data is remarkably lower. In

order to determine the distance between the object

and the monitoring sensor, the relationship be

tween the voltage and the distance can be derived

by using a linear interpolation method. With

respect to linear interpolation, sensor outputs
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Fig. 14 Photos of the navigating AGY
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Fig. 15 Wheel velocities for the HY AY I Experi
ment : The initial condition is W= - 7</6,
x=l, y=O

the side wheels. In a real system, the angular

velocity is transformed to 0-10 Y and applied to

the motor driver. Figure 14 shows the HYAVI

robot navigating with the proposed path genera

tion algorithm.

In this experiment with 0.5 sec sampling time,

the angular velocity was converged to the desired

value in the simulation. The velocity command

with discrete may increase the error at the final

arrival point. This error may be ignored since it is

insignificant compared with the navigation dis
tance. Allowing for the limits of the motor

angular velocity, the maximum velocity is set at 9.

23 [rad/sec].

Figure 15 shows the angular velocities of both

wheels while tracking the reference path. As the

results show, the wheel angular velocity is con

trolled so that the AGY can track the path. This

experiment is a test for the path tracking ability of

0.2
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Fig. 12 The filtered sensor data
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Fig. 13 Linear interpolation method for sensor data

5.2 AGV with platform

The control input is the angular velocity of

were obtained for the distance range between O.

2m and 3m in the increments of Scm. The sensor

outputs were interpolated using the average

values. Figure 13 shows the linear interpolation

method and the results. The sensor outputs were

interpolated using the first or fourth order
equations with the average values.

In the present study, the first and fourth order
equation results were almost identical. After

comparative evaluations, the first order interpo

lation equation was selected for reducing the

calculation time.
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the AGV when the orientation of the AGV is

different from the reference path. In this

experiment, control of the wheel was satisfactorily

achieved under experimental conditions, but there

were some errors. As the road surface is not

perfectly flat, the error caused by the road surface

can be regarded as unmodeled error between the

road surface and the AGV's wheels. The error

was measured as a distance between the final

point after 40 sec and vertical distance from the

HYAV I center in navigation. A number of trials

showed the average of the errors to be 0.52 m. The

total average error was 0.66 m in the experiment.

Considering the unmodeled error, the value of the

experimental error may be regarded as 0.14 m.

There are several causes for this error. The most

significant cause is the friction and slip between

the surface of the ground and the AGV wheels.

The 2WD vehicle has the nonholonomic

characteristic but this experiment shows that the

controller is fairly good at path tracking.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a navigation algorithm and a

controller design for path generation of a 2WD

AGV are proposed. A number of simulations and

experiments involving real vehicle have

demonstrated the validity of the proposed control

algorithm. The results of the experiments show

that the recognition of a path pattern can be

constructed by the scanning method using the

sensor platform. Path tracking is performed by

the optimal controller based on a kinematic

modeling. Path recognition is performed by the

scanning method using only one sensor. The path

generation algorithm was verified by the

experiments.

The conclusions of this study are as follows:

(I) The kinematic model of the AGV is

developed for controlling motors.

(2) The path pattern and the object magnitude

were verified by the sensor platform utilizing only

few sensors.
(3) The AGV tracks the generated path with

the optimal controller.

(4) The scanning algorithm and optimal con-

troller are validated (are validated) by applying

them to a real AGV with sensor platform.
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